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West Kōnjaku (later Japan) fell to their ruler, Sun-Ji, in 1157. He was a Korean – later Chinese immigrant who had been
called a Chonmin (“Emperor”) in the Joseon court (r. 1460 – 1546). In 1156 (at the urging of his advisors), Sun-Ji and the
young Korean son and heir, Dan-Ji, were compelled to accept Joseon control of the Liaodong peninsula (in the western part
of the Korean peninsula). Dan-Ji was later overthrown, captured and murdered by his rival and son-in-law, Gyeong-Jin.
Gyeong-Jin took power and began to “indigenize” the population through forced Korean adoptions into the Chinese
population (the term adopted into English by the neo-Confucians – who thought it indicative of China’s imperial and
cultural superiority.) When Emperor Xiaozong, Han Chinese, usurped the throne in China, he established the Southern
Song Empire in 1127 (the same year that Sun-Ji became the Chonmin of Joseon). He also eliminated the Han Chinese
“strangers” who had been living in the Korean peninsula (apparently, most of them were Buddhist priests) and replaced
them with Han Chinese immigrants, many of whom were forced on the Koreans. In 1142, the Jin dynasty was overthrown
and the Mongol Yuan dynasty took over China. Koreans were banned from travelling to China and the Yuan imperial court
in China severed all official relations with Joseon. Koreans were only allowed to travel to China as traders, missionaries,
miners, fishermen or prisoners of war. In addition, there was a ban on Koreans entering China for any purpose whatsoever
– even to trade, because the Yuan court was concerned that Koreans might be working on “counter-espionage” missions
aimed at taking over some part of northern China. The last known Korean envoy (in 1168) was arrested, tortured and
executed. Emperor Gaozong (r
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